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DECKED. COM  |  #DECKEDUSA  |  @DECKEDUSA

WARNINGS AND DISCLAIMERS
(a.k.a. LEGAL MUMBO JUMBO) 

WARNING: Adding shelving units or making any other modifications to the DECKED system may put you or others at risk of bodily 
harm. Although we believe that this installation technique is valid, we do not guarantee that any shelving units or installation 
techniques will work satisfactorily in all cases. Additionally, installation procedures may vary by model, and these 
instructions are intended only to provide general guidelines rather than a comprehensive set of installation instruction. Installing 
shelving units on, or making any other modifications to, DECKED systems is entirely at the risk of the installer.

*It is important to note that we are separate companies and not responsible for integration and harmony with 
other products. Please contact WEATHERGUARD, Adrian Steel, Ranger Designs, Masterack or Sortimo directly for 
confirmation on product compatibility, specs and model numbers.

(This space reserved for crayon drawings, coffee stains or ketchup spills.)

#DECKEDUSA  |  @DECKEDUSA

MADE IN USA

This product MUST BE INSTALLED in conjunction with a
bulkhead wall, and/or adequate structural framework to 

prevent injury as a result of a traffic accident.
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VAN SHELVING - Trim tailgate ammo cans prior to assembly with deck panels:
trimmed 
area

AXLE

The top flange opposite the axle 
location needs to be trimmed. Mark 
top flange 1.0” in from edge Trim 
vertically through part with saw.

Repeat for RH side ammo can making 
note that the trimmed area needs to 
be opposite the axle location.

LH ammo can shown
RH will be symmetrically opposite
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VAN SHELVING – Retention bracket installation:
1) Preassemble left hand and right hand deck assemblies per the “driver side deck assembly” and

“passenger side deck assembly” sections in the instruction manual that came with your system. Do not 
install system in vehicle yet as there is additional work to do to prepare for shelf unit installation.

2) Invert deck assemblies and place on a protective surface.
3) Install RC267 retention brackets to C channels in (4) locations indicated below. Reference enlarged 

detail views on subsequent pages

LH ASSEMBLY

RH ASSEMBLY

RC267 BRACKET
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VAN SHELVING - Retention bracket Installation: 

1) Slide the RC267 brackets between the underside of the deck and the C channel and coincide the
rectangular clearance hole in the bracket over the molded plastic saddle covering the lateral steel
tube in the deck panel

2) Install the RC059 bolts from the inside of the C channel through the slotted holes in the RC267
bracket and tighten the RC105 nuts while still allowing the bracket to slide back and forth

RC267 BRACKET

RC059 BOLT 

RC105 NUT

LATERAL STEEL TUBEMOLDED PLASTIC SADDLE
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VAN SHELVING – Retention Bracket Installation:
1) Center the inboard mounting hole in the RC267 bracket fore-

aft over the lateral steel tube.
2) Tighten RC105 nuts to 75 in-lbs.
3) Using a set punch or center punch, mark the lateral steel tube 

at the center of the mounting hole in the RC267 bracket.
4) Pilot drill a 1/8” hole through the lateral steel tube and the 

deck panel.
5) Enlarge the pilot hole with a 5/16” through hole.
6) Repeat the RC267 bracket installation and hole drilling 

process at the other (3) bracket locations.

LATERAL STEEL TUBERC267 BRACKET

Center mounting 
hole fore/aft over 
lateral steel tube
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VAN SHELVING –
Shelf bracket installation:

RC357 BRACKET
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VAN SHELVING –
Shelf bracket installation:

1) Locate the RC357 bracket over the through hole
drilled in the previous step, and orient as shown in
the image.

2) Insert the RC386 bolt through the deck panel, lateral
steel tube and the RC267 bracket.

3) Install the RC387 nut and tighten to 132 in-lbs.
4) Repeat the RC357 bracket installation at the other

(3) bracket locations.

RC386 BOLT 
RC357 BRACKET

RC387 NUT
RC267 BRACKET
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VAN SHELVING –
Shelf unit attachment with DECKED supplied bracket

1) Install the DECKED system in your van using the
instructions outlined in the instruction manual that 
came with your system.
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VAN SHELVING –
Shelf unit attachment with DECKED supplied bracket

1) Install the van shelf units on top of the DECKED system and align with the RC357 brackets.
2) The RC357 brackets may need to be rotated to align with the shelf unit side walls or to coincide with other 

shelf panels for attachment.
3) Use shelf manufacturer supplied hardware to attach the shelf unit to the RC357 brackets.
4) If desired, other shelf unit mounting brackets/structures can be fabricated to fit unique shelf unit 

installations to the DECKED system, but those brackets/structures must be secured through the deck 
panel, lateral steel tube and the RC267 brackets.

5) Additionally, the shelf units need to be bolted into the van side walls referencing the installation 
instructions supplied with the shelf units.

RC357 BRACKETSHELF UNIT

Attach shelf unit using shelf manufacturer 
supplied hardware. VSB_v2_3-2020    RC411    10
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